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ABSTRACT
The Aerospace Corporation’s Rogue-alpha,beta program, co-funded by the Space and Missile Systems Center’s
Development Corps, is a rapid prototyping effort that built and launched two 3-Unit CubeSats equipped with modified
commercial IR camera payloads, laser communications and precision pointing capabilities in 18-months. Launched
on 2 November 2019, the two spacecraft were released from the ISS Cygnus NG-12 robotic resupply spacecraft on
31 January 2020 into a circular 460-km, 52° inclined orbit. The two Rogue spacecraft are serving as testbeds for
studying wide-field-of-view fast-framing imaging, on-orbit stellar calibration techniques for small IR payloads, and
associated spacecraft flight operations. Precision pointing is enabled by three star sensors. High data rate sensor
observations are enabled by the ultra-compact 200 Mbps lasercom system, which downlinks gigabytes of stored data
during a single laser contact, using The Aerospace Corporation’s prototype ground stations located in El Segundo,
California. The Rogue-alpha,beta IR sensor is a 1.4 micron band, 640x512 pixel, 28° field of view, InGaAs SWIR
camera. It is accompanied by a panchromatic, 10-megapixel, 37° field of view visible context camera. Modes of sensor
operation have included: 1) horizon-pointed imaging in all directions relative to the spacecraft orbit (fore, aft, port,
and starboard) which is designed to maximize the imaged field of view, 2) point-and-stare imaging, 3) nadir-pointed,
and 4) stereo fore-aft pointing using both spacecraft. All of these modes of operation are usually conducted in multiframe collections at 1-20hz for dozens to thousands of frames. Highlights from the Rogue-alpha,beta sensor Earth
remote sensing observation experiments will be presented. These have included impressive video imagery of
hurricanes, typhoons, thunderstorms, and high clouds in the intra- tropical convergence zone. Infrared and visible
point sources studied include gas flares, wildfires, active volcanos, nighttime lights, and other phenomena, including
the first infrared CubeSat observations of space launch upper stages in flight. Stereo cloud imaging observations were
also conducted with an aim of better understanding Earth backgrounds from low Earth orbit. Highlights from the
CubeSat flight operations experiments include: 1) spacecraft-to-spacecraft boresight alignment of Rogue’s lasercom
systems, and 2) metric and radiometric calibration of Rogue’s flight cameras using bright infrared stars. The results
from the Rogue-alpha,beta 460-km orbit show the exciting possibilities for wide-field-of-view missions from low
earth orbit.
a,b infrared sensors fly dominantly in a horizon-pointed
configuration to collect multi-frame data that can be used
for testing cloud scene processing algorithms and clutter
models. The operations team commands both satellites
simultaneously or individually in forward, aft, and crosstrack pointing configurations, collecting scenes in a
variety of solar conditions. Specific remote sensing
operational modes studied included: 1) using the two
satellites in tandem to take stereo cloud observations, 2)
using one or both satellites to conduct point-and-stare
imaging of localized infrared targets such as such as
bright gas flares, fires and active volcanos, 3) making
sequential observations of localized infrared targets in

INTRODUCTION
The Rogue-alpha,beta program launched two 3-Unit
CubeSats into low earth orbit (LEO) to perform
experimental remote sensing observations, calibration
studies, and spacecraft operations investigations. The
two spacecraft are referred to as Rogue-a and Rogue-b.
A designation of AeroCube15-A and AeroCube15-B has
also used at times for the spacecraft. An earlier paper
detailed the engineering effort that successfully
designed, built, tested, and launched the two CubeSats in
18 months.1 This paper summarizes our first year in orbit
including operational highlights, and some of the notable
experimental remote sensing results. The RoguePack
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wide-area modes and nadir-pointed modes, 4) taking
horizon-pointed multi-frame data to maximize the
geographical area covered (pointed fore, aft, port or
starboard to sample the desired regions), 5) Earth
imagery taken during orbital conjunctions with other
space-based sensors, such as The Aerospace
Corporation’s Near Infrared Airglow Camera (NIRAC)
on the International Space Station (ISS) and the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA)
Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS), and
6) experimental observations of space launches achieved
by programming the sensors to look towards fortuitously
scheduled rocket launches from major spaceports.

algorithm development. This goal refers to the
techniques for automating our collection of experimental
data and streamlining the production of radiometrically
and metrically calibrated data. These resulting data will
be used to research Earth backgrounds, weather
applications, environmental monitoring, and other
remote sensing applications. This introduction describes
our rapid prototype, research-oriented experimental
mission, which was aimed at packaging, rapidly
delivering, launching, and studying commercial camera
capabilities on compact agile satellites. The next section
describes the satellites and sensors used in this research
mission.

Each experiment may consist of dozens to thousands of
spacecraft sensor frames which are stored on orbit for
later transmission to the ground. This is typically done
via our 200 Mbps lasercom system which enables the
high data volume experiments. By operating the agile 3axis stabilized experimental Rogue-a,b spacecraft in
different experimental pointing modes, methods for
utilizing future constellations of small satellites for
weather, environmental monitoring, and infrared target
detection are being researched. Our emphasis in the first
year of operations has been on acquiring data from cloud
background scenes under different solar illumination
conditions, observing severe weather events such as
hurricanes and thunderstorms, and taking data on bright
infrared targets. These experimental data sets are being
made available to researchers studying cloud detection,
backgrounds processing and infrared target detection. By
studying large multi-frame datasets of this type, and
advanced processing techniques, better understanding of
possible autonomous spacecraft operations and onboard
processing will be achieved.

Spacecraft Overview
The Rogue-a,b satellites each weigh approximately 3.7
kg and are 34 x 11 x 11 centimeters in dimension. The
avionics, sensors, and 200Mbps lasercom payload, were
evolved from those used in prior AeroCube projects.2-4
The remote sensing payload consists of a SWIR imager
and a visible context imaging camera. The remote
sensing payload is located on the nadir face. A narrow
field of view star sensor is oriented at 90° relative to the
payload. This helps to ensure a view of space for
accurate star fixes is possible when the primary payload
is pointed at the Earth horizon along the direction of orbit
(fore or aft). Two additional compact star sensors are
packaged on the zenith face pointed at 45° off the zenith
and oriented at 90° from each other. These star sensor
locations carry over from prior systems and add
redundancy, enabling accurate pointing in other
spacecraft orientations. Figure 1 illustrates aspects of the
spacecraft design, and highlights how the compact
sensors, laser assembly and avionics were packaged.

Experimental Objectives
The Rogue-a,b mission had 4 basic objectives. 1) Rapid
prototyping experiment. We set a goal of delivering a
remote sensing payload in 18 months from start to
launch. This was achieved, as detailed in a paper by
Navarro and colleagues.1 2) LEO Concept of Operations
(ConOps) research and evaluation. In the example
experiments that follow, we investigate several types of
in-flight calibration techniques as well as methods for the
use of agile tasked sensors in LEO for experimental
purposes. These included stereo observations, other twosatellite ConOps, and the use of different spacecraft
pointing modes. 3) Utility of an experimental 1.4 micron
short wavelength infrared (SWIR) band. We describe
experiments and the data collected to study the use of our
new 1.4 micron band in different collection modes. Data
were gathered to study bright gas flare targets, fires,
volcanic activity, Earth backgrounds, clouds, severe
storms, and rocket emissions. 4) Data collection for
Pack

Figure 1. The Rogue-a,b spacecraft architecture
The photo in Figure 2 shows the two completed 3U
spacecraft on mounts that protect the bus and solar
panels. The solar wings are deployed in this image. Body
solar panels and one of the three patch antennae are
visible. The spacecraft was equipped with 3 patch
antennae, 2 for UHF radios (one of which is for the
2
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software defined radio), and one for GPS reception. The
primary SWIR sensor is prominent on the nadir face in
Figure 2, accompanied by the smaller visible context
camera. A great deal of capability was packed into a
small spacecraft volume for this project, which allowed
the affordable launch of two identical sensor platforms.

an even narrower, 15nm wide bandpass. It is designed to
see only high clouds and to detect subtle cirrus ice cloud
features. The band selected for the Rogue-a,b
experiment also sees high clouds but retains the ability
to see to the ground under favorable zenith angle
geometries or dry atmospheric conditions. This makes
the band ideal for studying cloud backgrounds from
LEO, while retaining the ability to detect bright infrared
sources such as methane flares. The payload was
vibration tested on the ground to ensure the robustness
of the package to launch stresses and was also tested in a
thermal vacuum chamber to ensure the focus
performance of the athermal lens and suitability of the
camera core to the orbital vacuum and thermal
environment. A visible context camera was also
constructed using a monochromatic ON Semiconductor
12-bit 10 megapixel on chip focal plane array that had
been used as a color context camera in prior missions.
The visible focal plane was mated with a Lensation
Lensagon BSM12016S12 model lens and fitted with a
custom sunshade assembly with a similar solar keep out
angle to the SWIR primary sensor. The panchromatic
context cameras complement the infrared cameras by
providing images in a familiar visible bandpass to aid in
interpreting cloud and Earth scenes acquired in the
unfamiliar new 1.4µm SWIR band. Important sensor
payload parameters such as lens f-number (F#), focal
plane array (FPA) dimensions, field of view (FOV),
instantaneous field of view (IFOV), and ground sample
distance (GSD) are listed in Table 1.

Figure 2. The completed Rogue-a,b spacecraft
Payload Overview
The Rogue-a,b remote sensing payload consists of a
short wavelength infrared imager comprised of an
Aerospace Corporation custom designed, athermal
refractive optical telescope and sunshade, integrated
with a commercially available camera core and an offthe-shelf 1.4-micron filter. A visible 10 megapixel
context camera with a comparable, but somewhat larger
field of view compared to the IR payload, is also
included, using commercial parts with a flight heritage
from prior projects. The SWIR primary payload was a
FLIR Tau SWIR 640x512 pixel thermoelectrically
cooled InGaAs camera core. The camera was similar to
an earlier Tau SWIR model version used in the Cubesat
Multispectral Observing System (CUMULOS) project,
but had some enhanced capabilities as well as better
engineering documentation.2,3 The SWIR camera was
thermoelectrically cooled to 20°C and heat was
dissipated during operation with a thermal strap to the
outer spacecraft chassis as in the CUMULOS project.2 A
custom, 5-lens, athermal refractive telescope was
designed to insure low-distortion imaging and to allow
the placement of a spectral filter between the lens and the
camera focal plane assembly, rather than in front of the
lens which can cause spectral variations across the field
of view. A custom sunshade was fitted to the optical
assembly and can be seen flush with the nadir face in
Figures 1 and 2. This had a solar keep out angle of
approximately 40 degrees.

Table1: Rogue-a,b Sensor Payload Parameters
Camera /
Payload Parameter

VIS

Lens F#

2.77

2

Focal Length (mm)

25

12

Pixel Pitch (µm)

15

1.67

FPA Dimension (pixels, bits)

640x512, 14

3840x2748, 12

Altitude (km)

460

460

Nadir Pointed GSD (m)

276

256, 128, or 64*

Nadir Pointed Swath (km)

177x141

247x180

FOV (degrees)

21.7x17.5

30.1x21.8

IFOV (mrad)

0.60

0.56, 0.28, 0.14*

*VIS camera pixels are coadded 4x4 in std. ops. mode with higher
resolution options when desired.

A narrow bandpass 50nm wide Edmonds Optics spectral
filter was selected with transmission near the 1.4µm
atmospheric water absorption band. This filter,
nominally 1.425±0.025µm, is somewhat similar to the
M9 cirrus band which flies on the VIIRS sensor, and
related bands on other weather and environmental
monitoring satellites. The VIIRS M9 cirrus band is
centered in the water overtone band at 1.38µm and has
Pack
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ROGUE-ALPHA,BETA OPERATIONS
On 31 January 2020 after an almost 3-month long dock
on the ISS, the Cygnus NG-12 robotic resupply
spacecraft boosted and released the two Rogue-a,b
spacecraft into a circular 460-km, 52° inclined orbit.
Contact was established with each spacecraft at the first
available overpass from The Aerospace Corporation’s 53
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station RF ground network. The initial on-orbit checkout
executed nominally and was one of the most rapid initial
AeroCube mission commissioning exercises to date. The
alpha vehicle was selected to lead the check out
procedures, followed by the same sequence with the beta
vehicle. First light on the Rogue-a SWIR and context
cameras was achieved on 9 February 2020 commanded
from our Maui ground station. This was rapidly followed
by initial star sensor calibration measurements, and then
first light on Rogue-b on 11 February 2020.

ephemeris errors and absolute time accuracy. With the
space-to-space alignment approach we can confidently
get laser alignment in 2-3 spiral scan tests which can be
performed and analyzed inside of a week compared to
the months it has taken previous spacecraft to get their
alignment perfected with the ground-based telescope
receiver. Following software upgrades, final laser
alignment results were achieved in early April 2020.
Figure 3 shows a sample star tracker frame with the laser
signal near the center and a dimmer star signal in the left
corner.

Spacecraft checkout and on-orbit testing continued
during March 2020. As the COVID-19 crisis imposed
changes in our work environment, provisions were made
to configure flatsat and engineering model hardware in
our labs to support remote access, and selected hardware
was authorized for home use by the embedded flight
software team to aid with debugging system issues
during the pandemic. Following the initial payload tests
and star sensor calibration, attention was paid to testing
and aligning the laser communication systems.
On-orbit Alignment of Rogue-a,b Laser Transmitters
Figure 3: Rogue-a Narrow Field of View Star
Tracker Image of Rogue-b Communication Laser

In early March 2020 an experimental approach was
conceived to derive the on-orbit alignment of the laser
communication transmitters. This idea utilized the 1064nm sensitive star sensors on one spacecraft as laser signal
detectors, while the other spacecraft executed a spiral
scan pattern. These tests were initiated when the
spacecraft were separated by less than 1000km and the
small laser signal posed no damage issue for the targeted
star sensors. The technique was made possible by using
a new on-board software capability for high frame rate
compressed video recording. This enabled a sufficiently
high sample rate and small total data volume from the
spiral scan illumination. The main advantage to this
approach is increased availability for testing. While it is
possible to accomplish this alignment with our laser
ground station, a combination of uncooperative spring
and summer weather at the current ground site, as well
as orbital phasing outages, resulted in few viable
opportunities during the early months of our
mission. With the cross-orbital technique availability is
nearly 100% when the satellites are within ~4000 km of
one another. This contrasts with aligning the lasers
space-to-ground using the more limited five-minute
windows over a telescope and contending with the
weather and time of day. Operators can also choose the
time for the on-orbit alignment tests such that conditions
are optimal for attitude control knowledge. In addition,
there are fewer additional variables, making the laser
alignment easier to solve for because the orientation
between satellites is essentially fixed. This removes
many small errors that are introduced by the relatively
high slew rates for ground tracking as well as satellite
Pack

Figure 4 shows data from an on-orbit spiral out
alignment scan test between the Rogue alpha and beta
satellites.

Figure 4: Rogue-a,b On-orbit Laser Alignment Scan
These spiral tests executed over a time span of about 4
minutes. The data were then processed to derive the star
sensor to laser pointing vector orientation to enable
accurate high-gain laser communication pointing
operations. The same process was then repeated for the
Rogue-b laser alignment.
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The on-orbit laser alignment checkout was a particularly
welcome innovation during this COVID-19 impacted
time period, since it avoided the need for multiple staff
to engage in repeated test procedures at the laser receive
station. During this same timeframe the software defined
radio was brought into operations which increased our
RF downlink rate by a factor of 5. This assisted with
downlinking sensor boresight and radiometric
calibration test data from bright infrared stars prior to the
lasercom ground terminal reception beginning
operations.
On-Orbit Stellar Calibration of the Rogue-a,b Sensors
Bright stars were used for metric boresight pointing
calibration and radiometric calibration of the primary
SWIR sensor as well as the visible context camera. This
on-orbit calibration approach was demonstrated in a
prior project (CUMULOS) which flew similar sensors.3
The overall technique is based on the work of Russell
and others which was recently reviewed.5 The technique
worked very well for our narrow-band SWIR sensor, as
well as for the context camera. Results are summarized
here for the primary SWIR sensor. A more detailed
summary of our Rogue-a,b ground and space calibration
efforts will be presented at the 2021 Conference on
Characterization and Radiometric Calibration for
Remote Sensing (CALCON).6

Figure 5: Rogue-a Stellar Calibration Image
Aperture photometry, using a radius of 4 pixels around
the stellar signals, and an outer annulus of radius 16 and
width 4 pixels, was employed to subtract the average
residual signal. The data were then plotted and assessed
for linearity. Figure 6 shows the results for the alpha and
beta SWIR sensors for the gain 1 exposure time sweep
on star Alpha Scorpius. Each point in the fit has 4 solid
circles (dither position 1) and 4 open circles (dither
position 2). The error bar values (in parenthesis) are
smaller than the points on the plot. All SWIR sensor data
shown in this paper were taken using the gain 1 setting
and exposure times from 3-100ms. Measurements taken
on the ground established reciprocity and linear sensor
response connecting the shorter to longer exposure
times. The calibration factors are then derived using the
in-band irradiance from the Alpha Scorpius and Alpha
Orionis stellar models which are grounded in recent
infrared observatory measurements.5

The initial radiometric calibration of the 14-bit FLIR Tau
SWIR sensors was based on observations of the stars
Alpha Orionis (Betelgeuse) and Alpha Scorpius
(Antares), which are two of the brightest stars in the sky
in the SWIR waveband. The spacecraft sensors are
pointed at the calibration star targets and a series of
integration time and gain setting sweeps are carried out
with 4 or 5 frames taken at each setting. The sensors are
then repointed by approximately 10 SWIR pixels and the
sequence is repeated. This allows the dithered frames to
be subtracted for timely dark correction. The Alpha
satellite took calibration data first and the procedure was
subsequently repeated for the Beta satellite. An example
dithered SWIR frame pair is shown in Figure 5 for the
Rogue-a sensor observing star Alpha Scorpius.

Pack
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9% variation in sensitivity between the individual
sensors is reasonable for commercial cameras. Exposure
time sweeps for two other SWIR sensor gain states were
also completed, and the visible context camera was also
calibrated using stars Alpha Canis Majoris (Sirius) and
Alpha Lyra (Vega) as will be documented elsewhere.6
We strongly advocate for stellar calibration as an
effective technique for on-orbit calibration and sensor
trending for small satellite sensors operating in the
visible, near-infrared, short wavelength infrared and into
the mid-wave infrared. The Aerospace Corporation’s
spectral energy distribution measurement program
measures, tracks and assesses bright variable infrared
stars to improve the accuracy of this approach.5 We
intend to continue our bright infrared stellar
observations, as well as lunar measurements, to monitor
our sensor’s performance on orbit. The effort put into onorbit calibration will facilitate quantitative usage of our
data for research purposes, and trending studies will
enhance our understanding of the use of commercial
InGaAs cameras in space. The calibration results were
rapidly put to use on signals from natural gas flares as
we commenced our initial Earth observations.
EARTH OBSERVATION EXPERIMENTS
Observations of bright natural gas flares
Following the initial sensor functionality check out and
stellar observations, Earth-pointed data collection
commenced. Initial sensor checkout experiments
involved taking imagery from the Rogue-a,b sensors to
establish nominal operational settings during daytime.
We then conducted several collections against static
infrared sources from very large oil industry gas flares.
Gas flares have been well studied by other satellites’
sensors and are useful as metric calibration locations, as
well as important to study for multiple environmental
monitoring purposes.7-10 Elvidge and co-workers have
characterized global natural gas flares using VIIRS
satellite pyrometry.8 Figure 7 shows a daytime nearnadir observation of the Rumaila oilfield region in
southern Iraq with many observable flares from
constantly operating gas-oil-separation plants. The
SWIR sensor clearly detects the infrared emissions of
dozens of gas flares. A sequence of 10 SWIR exposures
at 5, 10 and 20ms, and 1 visible exposure at 0.5ms at the
beginning of each SWIR exposure, were taken as the
satellite orbited from elevation angles of 65 degrees to
88 degrees to 64 degrees over the center of the flare
region. Flares that presented as simple point sources in
the near-nadir observation were analyzed using aperture
photometry to subtract the surface solar reflection
background and showed in-band intensities from 60-200
kW/sr. These results are in reasonable agreement with
preflight predictions of sensor performance using VIIRS

Figure 6: A. Rogue-a and, B. Rogue-b stellar
calibration data.
The in-band irradiances were calculated by integrating
the product of the stellar irradiance, the filter
transmission, the transmission of the lens, the
transmission of the sensor window, and the quantum
efficiency of the FLIR Tau SWIR sensor.6
Equating the irradiance to the linear parameters fit to the
sensor responses, and accounting for the solid angle
subtended by individual pixels, we obtain the following
calibration factors summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: SWIR Radiance Conversion Factors
Rogue-a SWIR gain1
(DN/ms)

Rogue-b SWIR gain 1
(DN/ms)

Alpha Ori

7.19 x 10-7 W-cm-2-sr-1

6.56 x 10-7 W-cm-2-sr-1

Alpha Sco

7.01 x 10-7 W-cm-2-sr-1

6.40 x 10-7 W-cm-2-sr-1

Star

For each satellite sensor, the two stellar measurements
are in close agreement, less than 3%. The average value
for each sensor is used for radiometric calibration.
Agreement between the on-orbit stellar measurements,
and ground-based radiance measurements of a
Lambertian screen illuminated with a well-characterized
calibrated lamp, was found to be within 6 percent.6 The
Pack
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pyrometry flare characteristics. These results provided
important validation of that we could detect bright
infrared targets during daylight conditions in our 1.4µm
band. Iraq is UT +3 hours placing our measurements at
5:14pm local time.

observations allowed us to determine our initial absolute
pointing based on stellar alignment was accurate to less
than 1.5km with no offset adjustment.

Figure 7. Gas Flares in Southern Iraq and Iran
Rogue-b SWIR 20ms, 2020 June 15 14:14:10.53 UT.

Figure 8. Southern Iraq, Iran, Kuwait border region
Rogue-b VIS 0.5ms, 2020 June 15 14:14:10.29 UT

Figure 8 shows the visible context imagery taken
simultaneously with the SWIR image. The Aerospace
Corporation designed camera board on the Rogue-a,b
spacecraft enables interleaved multi-camera video
operation, allowing the visible context camera to take
data frames nearly simultaneously with a SWIR camera
frame. Typically, one context image is programmed for
every 10, 20 or 40 SWIR frames during our imaging
sequences to aid in interpreting the 1.4 micron band
images. The visible camera image in Figure 8 shows
subtly different surface features in these near-nadir
images. Notably, no gas flares are detectable in the
panchromatic visible wavelength data in this daytime
scene. The larger field of view of the context camera,
noted in Table 1, is evident in Figure 8 and covers
regions beyond the SWIR field of view. The entire scene
is judged to be cloud free. The clear weather, plentiful
gas flares and linear canal features make the Basra region
an ideal site to observe and test several types of space
sensor performance. During nadir-pointed collections
our star sensors are not constantly updating, so our
pointing accuracy is not optimum. These initial flare
Pack

Subsequent measurements of the same sort showed less
than 1km errors, and offset correctable to less than 300m,
on the order of the nadir ground sample distance (GSD).
While care must be taken with using complex sites with
multiple flares for precise sensor alignment tests, these
sites allow for rapid assessment at accuracies appropriate
for the Rogue SWIR camera and other sensors with
similar IFOV. Repeat observations of these flare sites,
and others were performed, both during daytime and
nighttime conditions using different spacecraft pointing
modes.
Stereo observations of cloud backgrounds: Persian
Gulf
For several months after the initial checkout period the
Rogue-a,b satellites were spaced appropriately for
stereo observations of cloud scenes to be conducted. We
were interested in attempting two-satellite experiments
where the lead alpha satellite was pointed at the Earth
horizon backwards along its orbital path in tandem with
7
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the trailing beta satellite pointing forward at the horizon
along its orbit. Both satellites were pre-programmed to
collect data simultaneously over regions of interest
initiated by the GPS-registered on-board clock. Tasking
satellites in this manner allows wide field of view, stereo,
simultaneous imaging by the two CubeSats. Figure 9
shows example frame pairs imaging the Persian Gulf as
the two satellites orbited over the region and collected a
200 frame, 1hz sequence of images from the Arabian
Peninsula across the Gulf into Iran. Figure 9 A and C
show the trailing beta satellite pointing forward at the
horizon parallel to its orbital path, and the adjacent B and
D show the lead alpha satellite pointing backwards at the
horizon along its orbit in the opposite direction.

convective activity over Iran. These were simultaneously
imaged by the two satellites and tandem views
maintained over the duration of the 3 minute 20 second
experiment. The data set looks very promising for stereo
analysis efforts and the scenes present the possibility of
validating the analysis via cloud shadows, as well as via
comparison to results from other weather satellites which
determine cloud altitude and other atmospheric
properties using LWIR sensors and sounders. Detailed
stereo analysis has not yet been attempted, but rough
cloud shadow estimates from georegistered imagery
show the clouds over Qatar at 4km altitude and the
largest thunderstorm on the Iranian coast at
approximately 12km altitude. Multiple examples of this
type of opposing direction horizon pointed stereo
experiment were conducted. The results are particularly
interesting when animated.
Figure 9 also shows the contrast between the visible and
SWIR band used in the WFOV point-at-the-horizon
mode. Shorelines and other surface features are not
evident in the SWIR band for this high humidity scene.
No offshore oil platform gas flares are detected in these
frames, even though the region has some very bright
emission sources in the field of view. The SWIR 1.4µm
band also exhibits enhanced sensitivity to thin high
clouds. Cloud structures which are barely detected or not
detected at all in the visible band are highlighted in the
SWIR infrared data.
Stereo observations of cloud backgrounds: Korea
Figure 10 shows a more complex cloud background
scene from a second 200 frame, 1hz stereo collect over
Korea. Here spectral pairs from the forward-looking beta
satellite and the backward-looking alpha satellite are
placed side by side to highlight the differences between
the visible and SWIR images. Rogue-b points from
China towards the Korean Peninsula, and Rogue-a
points across the Korean peninsula towards China. The
1.4 micron band suppresses low clouds and highlights
the higher altitude clouds, reducing cloud clutter in the
scene. The alpha satellite is pointing towards the sun and
the beta satellite is pointing way from it, but the main
factor on the brightness of the cloud backgrounds in the
SWIR appears to be cloud altitudes. In the briefing
accompanying this paper, the stereo cloud scene frame
sequences are animated to highlight the changing
appearance as different types of cloud backgrounds are
sampled by our wide field of view imaging sensors. As
in the prior Persian Gulf example, visible images were
taken simultaneously with every 40th SWIR frame, and
were important to understanding the extremely cloudy
scenes. Both satellites had identical sensor settings, with
SWIR sensors imaging at 1hz with a 3ms exposure, and
visible context images taken at 0.2ms exposure. This

Figure 9: Rogue-a,b horizon-pointed images of the
Persian Gulf 2020 July 26 13:20:15.44 UT. A. Beta
VIS, B. Alpha VIS, C. Beta SWIR, D. Alpha SWIR.
The stereo pairs from the forward-looking beta and the
backward-looking alpha satellites are placed side by side
to highlight the similarities. Both satellites had identical
sensor settings, with SWIR sensors imaging at 1hz with
a 5ms exposure, and visible context images taken at start
and then every 40 frames at 0.5ms exposure. The visible
images above both clearly show the shorelines of the
Persian Gulf, with the Qatari peninsula and the island of
Bahrain recognizable. Cloud structures over the Arabian
Peninsula are seen as well as summer thunderstorms and
Pack
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two-satellite imaging sequence is interesting to observe
as simultaneously running, side-by-side animated
videos. More weather structure over the wider region
covered by the two satellites is presented in this manner.
The region suffered from intense rain and flooding
during the 2020 Monsoon season.

is some dependence on the clocking of the rectangular
focal planes relative to the horizon line as well. The wide
area coverage enabled by use of the horizon-pointed
mode geometry is made clear in these map images.

Figure 11. Georegistered Rogue-a,b horizon-pointed
visible context images showing the coverage area
from two frames on 2020 July 30 08:06:20.44 UT.
Alpha points backward and Beta points forwards
across the Korean peninsula.
Initial Summary of Cloud Backgrounds Data
Collecting 1.4 micron Earth imagery data under diverse
solar conditions was an experimental goal for the Roguea,b program. Figure 12 shows a summary of solar
scattering angles conditions from 17 experiments for
which the pointing metadata have been tabulated and
examined.

Figure 10. Rogue-a,b Horizon-pointed images across
the Korean peninsula and the Yellow Sea 2020 July
30 08:06:20.44 UT. A) Beta VIS, B) Beta SWIR, C)
Alpha VIS, D) Beta SWIR.
Figure 11 projects georegistered Rogue-a,b context
imagery onto a Google Earth map layer to illustrate the
regional coverage from a single frame pair (the same pair
shown in Figure 10), Without using the georegistered
data it is difficult to pinpoint geographical features in the
distorted horizon-pointed sensor coordinate data without
considerable inspection for surface features, particularly
in cloudy scenes such as those in Figures 10 and 11. The
orbital lead alpha satellite points back across the Korean
peninsula into China and the trailing forward-pointed
beta satellite does the reverse. The context imagery is
made partially transparent in Figure 11 to show the
paired imagery. The data were collected on an ascending
node as the two satellites orbited from the southwest to
the northeast. The wedged area covered in the projected
data is approximately 350 and 800 km wide and 1300 km
long for the context imager and somewhat smaller for the
SWIR sensor’s smaller field of view (not shown). There
Pack

Figure 12. Solar scattering angles sampled for 17
backgrounds collection experiments.
In Figure 12 the blue ovals (experiments 1-6, 9 and 10)
denote fore and aft, horizon-pointed, two-satellite stereo
experiments. Experiments 1-4 denote the Persian Gulf
and Korea collects described above. The green ovals
(experiments 7 and 8) were port-side, horizon-pointed
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two satellite experiments over a common region. Here
each satellite see a very similar solar geometry as they
pass by in sequence pointing in approximately the same
direction. The red ovals (experiments 11,12 and 17) were
observations of hurricanes in which at least one satellite
was tracking the forecasted storm position). Additional
experiments in Figure 12 are single satellite, horizon
pointed collections. The yellow dashed lines show the
range of angles collected from the first frame to the last
for an experiment (200-1000 frames at 1hz for the
pictured experiments) and are centered on the middle
frame. The sensor’s field of view samples approximately
28 degrees. The longer duration and actively steered
Earth observations that move the sensor orientation can
sample a wider range of solar angles. Our experiments
measured from close to backscatter conditions (180°), to
as close to forward scatter (0°) as our SWIR sensor
baffle’s 40° solar keep-out angle allowed. Sampling a
range of solar scattering angels in our initial experiments
helped with characterizing cloud brightness in the 1.4µm
band and with determining optimal sensor settings. Solar
scattering signals from optically dense clouds in our
band was determined more by cloud altitude than by the
solar angle conditions when the sun was out of morning
or evening twilight conditions, and when the scenes were
not in a specular scattering geometry. We show results
from Hurricane Sally which was observed right after
sunrise in the following section.

UT. The trailing Rogue-beta satellite was programmed
to start collection in the same port-side, horizon-pointed
mode and then pivot to point at the forecast predicted
position of the eye of the storm for the duration of the
pre-programmed collect. The beta satellite observed the
storm from 12:03:01 to 12:06:21 UT. This ConOp
mimics a tip and cue scenario where a leading satellite
detects a storm and a trailing satellite is tasked to point
at the targeted region for additional coverage.
The resulting frame sequences are most impressive when
animated but a series of six visible and SWIR frames
pairs from the two satellites are shown in Figure 13 to
summarize the collect. The six alpha visible frames cut
across the hurricane and beyond as the satellite orbited
and pointed at the horizon perpendicular to its orbit. The
alpha SWIR frames are a swath of 200 individual wide
field of view images. The beta frames show the agile
pointing that our 3-axis stabilized CubeSats can execute,
and accurately tracks the forecast eye position on the
slow-moving hurricane Sally. Both satellites are imaging
over a wide area across the solar terminator just after
dawn. For both sensors, a visible exposure time of 0.2ms
and a SWIR exposure time of 3ms were employed. Use
of these nominal daytime settings was judged prudent
due to the low angle solar conditions and the very high
clouds expected from such a serious storm, so the
hurricane was well-exposed in the images collected in
Figure 13.

Weather Observations: Hurricane Sally

Figure 14 shows a detailed single frame comparison of
the SWIR and visible imagery from the last frame in the
Rogue-b collection sequence. These data are enhanced
by logarithmic stretching followed by histogram
equalization, bringing out the subtle low intensity
features of the 12 and 14-bit data, while not saturating
the bright features in these images taken across or near
the sunlit terminator boundary. There is considerable
structure in the hurricane Sally images. Further study of
the detailed imagery and pointing metadata is planned to
see if additional information can be discerned, including
any detected cloud motion and gravity wave structure
provided by our CubeSat sensors.

In addition to the stereo cloud observations just
presented, specific types of weather and environmental
events were targeted for experimental study. One goal
was to use our agile, taskable wide field of view satellites
to take multi-frame collections of severe storms to build
up a database of small satellite observations for future
exploitation and comparison to other on-orbit sensors.
One of our first successes was an observation of
Hurricane Sally. Hurricane Sally made landfall near Gulf
Shores, Alabama at approximately 9:45 UT (5:45 a.m.
local time) on 16 September 2020. Sally had increased
in intensity and struck as a strong Category 2 hurricane
moving northeast at approximately 2-3 mph with winds
of 100mph. The Rogue-a,b satellites were in a
descending pass with the subpoints tracking across
Southern Texas on towards the Yucatan peninsula at a
range just over 1000km. Several options presented for
tasking. We chose to use the lead satellite in port-side,
horizon-pointed mode to cut a swath of coverage across
the hurricane with the wide field of view visible and
SWIR cameras. Rogue-alpha, the lead satellite, was
programmed to collect data from 11:55:12 to 11:58:33
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Figure 13. Six Rogue-a,b visible and SWIR frame pairs taken at 40 second intervals observing hurricane
Sally. Rogue-a images a swath across the hurricane. Rogue-b tracks the eye of the storm. Images are at dawn.

Figure 14. Rogue-b detailed images of the last visible (right) and SWIR (left) frame pair of hurricane Sally 2020
Sep 16 at 12:06:21 UT. The 1.4 micron image on the right only detects the highest clouds and clearly
distinguishes the cirrus clouds on the edge of the hurricane (red circle) from lower altitude clouds shown on
the left in the visible context imagery.
Conjunction data collection: Rogue-a,b and NIRAC

could contribute to weather characterization, and 2) to
compare the 1.4 micron band to other spectral bands and
sensors. NIRAC is hosted on the International Space
Station and is being used for nighttime and daytime
Earth observation experiments. In its daytime mode it
images the Earth surface at approximately 80m
resolution in its 1.6µm bandpass.11 We have taken a
number of conjunction data sets with the NIRAC sensor
and the Rogue-a,b spacecraft. Here we show the first
example obtained while pointing both sensors straight

Orbital analysis programs were used to identify
opportunities for taking data in common with other
sensors, including the Aerospace Corporation’s Near
Infrared Airglow Camera (NIRAC) and the NOAA
VIIRS sensors. When these occurred over interesting
geographical regions or weather events, sensors were
tasked, and data were saved. The objectives for these
experiments were: 1) to study how agile taskable sensors
Pack
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down (nadir-pointed) for a simple side-by-side
comparisons between NIRAC and the Rogue-a,b visible
context camera and 1.4µm SWIR camera. Figure 15
shows a joint observation of the Mongolian-Russian
border with plentiful lake and river drainage features,
snow-covered mountain ridgelines and clouds. The large
body of water is the saline Uvs lake at 50.40° N, 92.69°
E. The NIRAC sensor ground track was slightly to the
north of the Rogue-a coverage, but significant overlap
allowed us to compare the two sensors. This experiment
was our first use of the visible context camera in its 64m,
full-resolution mode. This was done for the best
comparison to the 80m NIRAC data. Figure 15A shows

the 64m visible data and highlights a snowy region. In
the panchromatic visible band clouds, snow and ice are
often hard to distinguish. Figure 15B shows how snow
and cloud reflective signatures are quite different in the
1.4µm band with clouds appearing much brighter. The
NIRAC data in Figure 15C also show the ability of the
SWIR to distinguish cloud from snow features, but its
1.6µm band shows different sensitivities to other surface
materials in the scene than the Rogue-a data. The use of
CubeSats equipped with commercial infrared cameras to
test new spectral bands and research their capabilities is
one valid use for affordable small satellite systems and
sensors.

Figure 15. Rogue-a and NIRAC image the Mongolian-Russian border 2020 Oct 15 06:39:58 UT. A) alpha
visible context imager (high-res. mode), B) alpha 1.4µm band, C) NIRAC 1.6µm band, D) Map of region. The
red circles highlight an area believed likely to be snow covered.
Conjunction data collection: Rogue-a,b and VIIRS

Turkey. The CubeSat was programed to point and stare
at the region off Istanbul near the Bosporus passage
between the Black Sea and the Sea of Marmara. This
gave a series of changing zenith angle collections over
the region. Figure 16 displays side-by-side VIIRS and

Figure 16 shows a comparison of data from the VIIRS
sensor on NOAA-20 and the Rogue-b satellite collected
during a conjunction over the region near Istanbul,
Pack
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high clouds like the narrow cirrus bands used on weather
satellites but retains some see-to-ground capability. The
M9 1.38µm band sees no surface features at all. The full
collect, and others like it, are also being used to test the
utility of wide-area coverage data from agile CubeSat
pointing experiments for measuring weather scene
content, and to study the performance of the 1.4µm band.

Rogue-b data. Two bands of near-nadir imagery over the
Istanbul region from the wide 3000km swath of VIIRS
are shown, the visible day-night-band (DNB) and the
M9, 1.38µm cirrus band. The corresponding near-nadir
Rogue-b images from its visible camera and SWIR
1.4µm band sensor are shown next to their VIIRS
counterparts. The comparison in Figure 16 shows the
hybrid nature of the Rogue-a,b 1.4µm band, which sees

Figure 16. Comparing imagery taken by from VIIRS and Rogue-b over Istanbul, Turkey and the Bosporus.
2021 Feb 10 11:03 UT. A. VIIRS DNB visible imagery. B. VIIRS M9 1.39µm cirrus band imagery (log stretch).
C. Rogue-b visible imagery. D. Rogue-b 1.4µm band imagery (log stretch). The Black Sea is visible on the top
of images A, C and D.
OBSERVATIONS OF SPACE LAUNCHES

out from under our coverage, but we did succeed in
observing two large rockets above the Earth horizon
during our initial year on orbit. When our satellites’
orbital coverage did not allow for the bright signatures
below the horizon, and upper atmospheric opportunities
above the horizon presented, we boosted our SWIR
sensor’s integration time and were successful in
collecting data on the dimmer emissions of the highaltitude plumes. Both launches we observed were wellpublicized and live video streams of the countdown and
launch were made available from SpaceX and

The two Rogue-a,b satellites have a ground footprint
that covers less that 1% of the Earth’s surface at any
given time but are also able to extend their coverage
above the horizon for a considerable range. During 2020,
there were over 100 space launches. Our experiment
team looked for publicly announced opportunities to
observe commercial space launch vehicles in flight. Our
original experimental goal was to observe the extremely
bright rocket plumes in the lower atmosphere. Launches
are often delayed, and at least two slipped in time and
Pack
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Arianespace. These were useful when data were
analyzed weeks later.

We had initially contemplated including an attempt to
observe the first stage landing but decided to focus on
the above-the-horizon observations for the highest
probability of success. The trailing Rogue-b vehicle
played no role in this experiment. The alpha vehicle
SWIR camera was programmed to collect data at 20ms
exposure at a 1hz frame rate for 6 minutes. The visible
context camera was set to 0.2ms, a nominal setting for
cloud observations, and collected data simultaneously at
the beginning of observation and with every 40th
subsequent SWIR frame

Falcon 9 Block 5 Starlink 13 Launch Observation
A SpaceX Falcon 9 Block 5 rocket carrying 60 Starlink
satellites successfully launched on 18 October 2020 at
12:25:57 UT (8:25:57 local time) from the Cape
Canaveral Launch Complex 39A. The Falcon 9 features
a first stage with 9 Merlin kerosene/liquid oxygen (LOX)
engines, and a second stage with a single, vacuum Merlin
kerosene/LOX engine. The first stage thrust is rated by
SpaceX as 1,710,000 lbf at sea level (1,849,500 lbf
vacuum) and the second stage thrust as 220,500 lbf in
vacuum.12 Notably the Falcon 9 rocket lands and reuses
the first stage by executing a high-altitude retrofiring,
and then a lower altitude landing burn. The Rogue-a,b
satellites had no line of sight to the launch pad at the time
of launch, or to the expected position of any of the first
stage burn. We did have a view of part of the second
stage burn as the rocket headed to the northeast from the
Cape. To make our observation, we pointed our sensors
to a coordinate and altitude off the coast of North
Carolina and let the rocket fly through our field of view.
As the lead Rogue-a spacecraft orbited north over
Central America, the second stage came into view above
the Earth’s limb. We took 6 minutes of data, starting
prior to the first stage shutdown and second stage
ignition, as our CubeSat orbit “chased” the rocket and
the second stage eventually came into view. The 2nd
stage was detected at approximately 228 seconds after
launch. We later detected the bright 20 second signature
of the 1st stage retrofiring as it flipped around and
executed the initial part of its return to Earth, prior to
successfully landing on a barge off the coast. The entire
data collection took place from 12:28:23.41 12:34:23.43 UT.

Pack

Figure 17 shows a single SWIR frame pair difference
image from the multi-minute observation plus matching
visible context imagery. The frame difference imagery
shows both the signal and subtracted “shadow” signal
from the Falcon’s 2nd stage and the bright 3-engine 1st
stage retrofire. The orientation of the “shadow” indicates
relative motion. The weak upper stage signals are readily
detected against cold space. Much of the cloud-covered
Earth scene is saturated in the SWIR at this exposure.
The unsaturated clouds in the scene also show up as
signal and “shadow” in the SWIR image with the
saturated regions appearing flat and featureless. The
context imager shows the Earth scene and detects no
signal at all from either rocket stage. While a single
frame is shown below, as for many of our multi-frame
experiments, differencing, filtering, and animating the
frame sequence is highly instructive, and tracks the
Falcon’s second stage as it crosses the satellites field of
view, as well as highlights the short bright retrofiring of
the first stage. Above-the-horizon collection simplifies
this post-processing. Below-the-horizon detection will
need to address background clutter from cloud and
surface features. Neither onboard processing nor
automated ground processing were employed for
analyzing these unique experimental results. All
processing was performed offline after the data was
downlinked using analytical processing techniques.
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Figure 17. Falcon 9 Launch observation at 2020 Oct 18 at 12:32:23 UT. A) Rogue-a SWIR frame difference
image of the Falcon 9 2nd stage and 1st stage retro burn. The insets detail signals from the infrared
observation of the two stages. B) Simultaneous visible context camera data.
To illustrate the geometry of the observation, Figure 18
plots all 9 frames of context camera ground coverage that
accompanied the 360 frames of SWIR data. At the time
of the first observation, the alpha CubeSat orbital ground
point was well south of Central America at a distance
greater than 3000km. The orbital motion of the satellite
closed that gap as it continued to take data on the rocket
above the horizon defined in these images. The range of
our observations varied from approximately 3200 to
2500 km.
Signal intensities peaked at 12MW/sr for the short,
bright 1st stage retro firing. The average 2nd stage burn
intensity was 115kW/sr ± 28kW/sr, not too far above the
detection threshold of the filtered commercial camera at
the ranges involved. The first stage ram burn was quite
bright, likely due to energetic interaction of the exhaust
gas with the upper atmosphere, as well as the three
engines (vs. one) when compared to the 2nd stage. This
experiment demonstrated we could detect large rocket
motors above the horizon with a commercial camera
equipped with an experimental 1.4micron band.
We next investigated the application of simple tracking
algorithms to the frame differenced data.
Figure 18. Georegistered Rogue-a context camera
data ground footprints labeled by frame number
during the Falcon 9 rocket observation.
Pack
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3) 3rd stage, RD0100 (LOX/kerosene) engine, ~67000lbf
thrust (326 second burn), 4) upper stage, UDMH
(unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine) / NTO (nitrogen
tetroxide) engine.13 The UDMH fueled upper stage does
not concern us as our experiments were directed at the
earlier portion of this launch. Note that the core engine
is really part of the first stage, but then continues
burning, so we label it as the “2nd stage” here to make
clear what is being observed in our data is only this
engine’s activity after the completion of the strap-on
rockets’ burns. Our satellites did not have line of sight to
the launch pad at the time of liftoff, but the Rogue-a
sensors were able see part of core stage burn, the 3rd stage
ignition and a portion of its burn. As was the case for the
Falcon launch, this observation was above the Earth
horizon. The geometry differed from the prior Falcon
observation. For the Soyuz experiment the satellite
orbited towards the launch site while the rocket flew
towards the satellite, as opposed to the chase scenario for
the Florida launch. The Soyuz 2nd and 3rd stages possess
less thrust than the Falcon 2nd stage so we increased the
SWIR exposure time to 50ms to account for the expected
dimmer infrared signals. This resulted in saturation of
much of the SWIR Earth scene, but did not impact our
ability to see the rocket above the Earth limb. As for the
prior experiment, we timed the sensors to start imaging
a bit prior to the expected time for first observation. We
collected on the Soyuz core stage through shutdown and
into the 3rd stage burn. The alpha spacecraft was
programmed to then stop collecting images, store the
data then start collecting again after a pause of 1 minute.
The spacecraft was repointed along the expected flight
path to image the 2nd stage at a longer 100ms exposure.
This was done to increase our odds of success on
gathering data on the upper stage by employing two
exposure times. Both exposure times easily detected the
rocket’s lower thrust 3rd stage.

Figure 19 shows results from applying a tracking
algorithm to the frames collected during the 20-ms
exposure 6-minute tasking of the Rogue-a SWIR sensor
from 12:28:23.41 – 12:34:15.43 UT. We show A) both
tracks ending at the first stage retro firing burnout, and
B) the entire track from initial detection as the rocket
became visible until the experiment ended.

Figure 19. Application of a tracking algorithm to the
Falcon 9 Rogue-a SWIR data from A) 12:28:23.41 to
12:32:31.43 UT, and B). 12:28:23.41 - 12:34:15.43
UT.
The tracks present as close to straight lines in our sensor
frame of reference, in which the SWIR camera remained
pointed at a fix location in space and let the rocket fly
through its 28° field of view. We were quite pleased with
this initial experimental result which was planned and
executed quite rapidly. Post processing and tracking took
place later after the data were downloaded and we are
engaged in additional work to refine our analysis of these
data.
We continued our search for commercial launch
observation opportunities and were able to observe
another launch during December 2020, this time from a
different orbital geometry as will be described in the next
section.

Figure 20 shows a single SWIR frame difference image
of the Soyuz right near the time of the core 2nd stage
shutdown and the 3rd stage ignition. A distinct trail is also
observed in the rocket’s wake. The expanded detail inset
of the SWIR image highlights a multi-pixel flash in our
data likely due to a staging transient as well as the solar
scattering signal from the rocket’s persistent trail. The
visible context imagery shows the cloudy Earth scene off
the coast of French Guiana which was largely saturated
in the SWIR imagery. Analysis of this event continues,
but the results to date provide another demonstration of
the ability of CubeSats equipped commercial IR cameras
to detect large rockets.

Arianespace Flight VS25 Launch Observation
Arianespace Flight VS25 successfully launched the
Composante Spatiale Optique (CSO-2) satellite on a
Soyuz ST-A rocket on 29 December 2020 at 16:42:07
UT (13:42:07 local time) from the Guiana Space Center
Soyuz launch complex located in French Guiana. The
Soyuz stages are listed with approximate performance
metrics: 1) 4 “1st stage” boosters, RD-107A engine
(LOX/kerosene) ~189,000lbf thrust (118 second burn);
2) central core “2nd stage” RD-108 engine
(LOX/kerosene) ~ 178,000lbf thrust (286 second burn);
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Figure 20. Soyuz Launch observation at 2020 Dec 29 at 16:46:54 UT. A) SWIR frame difference image and
detail highlight detection of the rocket. B) Near simultaneous visible context imagery.
Figure 22 shows the application of a tracking algorithm
to the frames collected during the first 50ms exposure 3minute tasking of the Rogue-a SWIR sensor from
16:44:01.43 to 16:47:01.43 UT. The pictured track ends
on the same frame as shown in Figure 20 above featuring
the bright staging transient.

Figure 21 plots all 5 frames of context camera data
ground coverage imagery that accompanied the 180
frames of SWIR data. The images are numbered by
frame number. At the time of the first observation, the
alpha CubeSat orbital ground point was well north of
French Guiana at a range greater than 2000km. The
orbital motion of the satellite and bearing of the rocket
closed that gap during the 3-minute collect. The last
frame shown in Figure 21 is the same as the context
image in Figure 20.

Figure 21. Georegistered Rogue-a context camera
data ground footprints labeled by frame number
during the Soyuz rocket observation.
Pack

Figure 22. Application of a tracking algorithm to the
Rogue-a SWIR data from 16:44:01.43 to 16:46:54.43
UT.
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One interesting feature observed in the Soyuz launch
track was a likely “dogleg” flight maneuver. These are
designed to put spacecraft into their proper inclination,
presumably into a sun synchronous orbit in the case of
the CSO-2. This appeared as a curved track in our focal
plane frame of reference. The reasonably wide 28 degree
field of view of our SWIR sensor made the progress of
the launch easy to track.

Instead of snapshots being the basic data product, as was
the case for the CUMULOS mission, the Rogue-a,b
spacecraft are each equipped with 200Mbps lasercom,
which enables our standard data product to be 20-1000
frame SWIR videos. These were processed to allow lineof-sight analysis and georegistration. Analysis of the
experiments using the precision pointing capabilities is
ongoing. The spacecraft avionics featured an improved
camera board that allowed two sensor videos to be
interleaved. Timing accuracy was better than 15ms
which proved more than adequate for the experiments
performed. The resulting image georegistration accuracy
was on the order of 300m or better for the SWIR sensor
after bias removal (a pixel or less). On-orbit radiometric
calibration was measured using two bright infrared stars
and gave agreement to within 3%. Comparison of these
results to our ground calibration agreed within 6%.

The track continued, past the last point depicted above,
for another 7 seconds into the 3rd stage burn before we
stopped recording 50-ms exposures at 16:47:01.43 UT.
After a pause to transfer these data to on-board storage,
the exposure time was doubled to 100ms to better track
the smaller thrust 3rd stage. The satellite was also
programmed to repoint towards the expected path of the
rocket as it flew north. The observations were then
continued. The rocket was successfully tracked using the
longer exposure time for an additional period from
16:48:01.44 to 16:48:37.44 UT before the experiment
completed. Both Soyuz data sets will continue to be
studied and post processing techniques refined. As was
the case for the Falcon 9 launch, all processing was
performed long after launch and further analysis remains
to be done. The experimental results presented, show the
capabilities of small satellites equipped with commercial
infrared cameras for detecting and tracking large rocket
launches.

Experimental data were taken on many different types of
phenomena. These included bright infrared signals from
methane gas flares, stereo observations of thunderstorms
and diverse types of cloud formations. We obtained a
database of cloud backgrounds from our moving LEO
CubeSats over a wide range of solar scattering angles,
weather-oriented conjunction collections with the
NIRAC sensor on ISS and the NOAA VIIRS sensor,
observations of wildfires, volcanic activity, and highaltitude terrain. Fire and volcanic activity observations,
as well as some other interesting environmental
monitoring results, are not presented in this paper, due to
our desire to highlight the most unique results. We
succeeded in observing two rocket launches, a first for
an infrared sensor equipped CubeSat. Exploitation of
these data is ongoing.

Prior to the work reported in this paper, there has been
only one prior observation of a rocket launch by a
CubeSat that we’re aware of. This was a daytime visible
wavelength video collected by a Planet Dove 3U
CubeSat, which was commanded to observe a
commercial Soyuz launch (which was carrying
additional Dove’s to space) and successfully detected the
bright, low altitude rocket emissions.14

Our Rogue-a,b experiments studied a variety of
different methods for utilizing agile, 3-axis stabilized
small spacecraft with wide field of view sensors. Nearnadir point-and-stare collection, horizon-pointed
maximum-area coverage modes, fore-aft stereo
collection, two satellite experiments where a lead
satellite imaged and the trailing satellite tracked a target,
which mimicked a cued scenario, and above-the-horizon
experiments were among the pointing strategies studied.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper continues our exploration of the utility of
commercial infrared cameras for Earth monitoring
missions which started with our earlier CUMULOS
project. The Rogue-a,b mission flew an improved
version of the FLIR Tau SWIR camera equipped with a
custom lens system and sun shield, a combination of
custom and off-the-shelf parts necessary to more fully
study the camera’s behavior for daytime applications.
The camera was calibrated on-orbit using bright infrared
stars and used to investigate the properties of a 1.4
micron spectral band in a series of experiments. Pairing
the SWIR sensor with a simple visible context camera
proved quite useful for understanding the data in the new
band, as will more detailed analysis of our collected data
and comparison to other sensors such as VIIRS and the
NIRAC camera on-board the ISS.

Pack

Proliferation of LEO wide-field-of view sensors open
new possibilities for remote sensing of the Earth. The
data collected by Rogue-a,b testbed should be of interest
to other small satellite researchers, and we hope the
experiments and satellite use modes demonstrated will
be useful as guides to future work by our academic,
industry, and government colleagues.
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and, https://agu2020fallmeetingagu.ipostersessions.com/Default.aspx?s=20-8EF7-49-96-BA-6F-4C-F7-E4-DA-CE-6F-BF-9443

12.

See: https://www.spacex.com/vehicles/falcon-9/

13.

See:
https://www.arianespace.com/mission/soyuzflight-vs25/

14.

See: https://www.planet.com/pulse/satellitestaking-pictures-of-rockets-carrying-moresatellites/
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